Rob Inu

Whitepaper

THE STORY
With the great success of the integration of Shiba Inu memes into different characters
that has been very common recently, we decided to create a Shiba Inu inspired meme
token that is representative of the values fairness, equality and generosity – the core
values of our founding father Robin Hood.
— Rob Inu Team
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WHO IS ROB INU?
RobINU Hood is a descendant of Robin Hood, who was an English folkloric outlaw and
who, according to legend, stole from the rich to give to the poor. He was not only known
for his mastery of archery but especially beloved by the people for his good deeds.
In our opinion, the current state of the meme-coin crypto space is comparable to Robin
Hood’s situation. It is characterized by greed, dishonesty, and deceit
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P2E GAME
Robin Hood appears in many games as a playable character, the majority of which have had great
success. Initially, we came up with a Robin Hood inspired meme because of the values Robin
represented. But quickly we realised the potential in a gaming and NFT universe and decided to
create a P2E gaming token. Crypto P2E gaming is addictive. It’s the hottest trend in DeFi lately. We
wish to create brand loyalty and incentivize investors to hold $RobINU tokens by rewarding them
for gaming. We believe mass adoption towards the crypto gaming industry is just beginning.
RobINU is a breath of fresh air to the DeFi world and certainly not just another Inu without any
utility.
As stated earlier, a big part of a successful project is about creating hype and a thriving
community. The community will make or break the potential of any product or service. As gamers,
we know how strong gaming communities can get. Playing a game and being able to discuss it
with peers is of the greatest features of gaming in general, therefore, the social aspect is a critical
element that makes it enjoyable. We want to create a game that truly goes viral. To achieve that,
we will have ongoing discussions and AMAs with the community and developers to create the best
gaming experience for everyone.
In addition to that, there are obviously many financial benefits in playing P2E games and we
believe that the gaming industry's future lies in cryptocurrencies. Firstly, players desire financial
gain from the online gaming industry. In the past, gamers had to pay to play their favourite games.
However, due to the advent of crypto gaming, a whole new perspective and opportunity has
emerged; the gaming industry now has a secure and simple method of revenue generation which
is simple. Just play the game.
Moreover, global gaming industry firms are moving towards crypto. With the increased acceptance
of crypto currencies and the adoption of market leaders such as Twitch and Steam of crypto
payments, we believe that everyone should use the first-mover advantage and profit from
participating in P2E games early for their own benefit.
Our Play-to-Earn offers gamers an avenue to profit from investing their time and effort into our
game. This is accomplished through the exchange of crypto tokens obtained in-game. With this
approach, gaming moves from the arena of a fun-based activity to a money-making opportunity.
To achieve our goals, we took the following steps:
–We created a game in which players control their character in the map. The goal is to gain as
much mass as possible by eating other characters smaller than the player's character while
avoiding larger ones which can eat the player's character. Each player starts with one character,
but players can split a character into two once it reaches a sufficient size, allowing them to control
multiple characters. The game will be finalized once the token launches and released after a
couple of days.
–We plan to create more games in the future, for example high-end-open world games powered by
DeFi.
–We will implement NFT skins and staking ecosystem solutions, creating an entertaining,
profitable and prestigious solution for gamers
–We will offer a technology focused platform built on the Ethereum ERC-20
network with NFT skins taking/minting integration capabilities –
Selection of NFTs which
users can buy and sell
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NFT MARKETPLACE
An in-house NFT marketplace will be launched
along with NFT drops. The marketplace allows
player to exchange NFT and other in-game assets
for a various cryptocurrency. The state-of-the-art
marketplace will feature some of the most
desired features, including dynamic sorting
system (attributes/price/time and so on), rarity
displays, various trading
options(bidding/fixed/offer), as well as viewing &
listing at ease.
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TOKENOMICS
30% of the tokens will be set aside in a gaming wallet. As the main utility of the project
will be the P2E gaming and integrated NFT feature, it is important to have a wallet that
will be large enough to cover for the rewards in the long-term. Moreover, we will have a
Marketing/Dev wallet of 20% used to finance exchange listings and provide the
exchanges with the necessary liquidity to being traded on.
All our vetted private pre-sale investors are well known to us and have a track record in
holding and are not just in to make quick profit. But to provide assurance to all our new
investors, we took it even one step further. We not only sold the private pre-sale tokens
with a 50% price premium as compared to launch price, we furthermore came up with a
strict vesting plan. The tokens will vest over a 10 week period and we will introduce strict
rules for selling (only on green candles etc).

Total token supply

1000 TRILLION

PLAY2EARN WALLET

30%

STAKING

20%

MARKETING/DEV/EXCHANGE

20%

PRIVATE SALE

15%

PUBLIC SALE

15%

15%

30%

20%

15%
20%
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ROBINU NFTS
We therefore came up with the unique idea of making the NFTs playable as your own
character in our online games. But we even took it one step further. We will release a
selection of 7777 NFTs which will be of different quality of rating, ranging from normal,
rare, epic to legendary.

TOTAL NFT SUPPLY

7777

ATTRIBUTES

155

POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS

1555555

PRICE IN ETH+ GAS

0.1
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PROJECT ROADMAP
Our carefully planned roadmap will ensure project success

Q1 2022 PHASE 1
TEAM Creation
WEBSITE Design
NFT ASSET Creation
MOBILE GAME Testing
NFT MARKETPLACE Testing

Q1 2022 PHASE 3

Q1 2022 PHASE 2
SOCIAL MEDIA Creation
PRIMARY MARKETING
Campaign
STRATEGIC VESTED
Private Sale
TOKEN Launch
COINMARKETCAP &
COINGECKO Listings

INFLUENCER Marketing
Youtuber Coverage
NFT MINT Event
NFT MARKETPLACE Launch
ROB INU GAME Launch

Q2 2022 PHASE 4
GLOBAL CEX Listing
PROJECT DAO Creation
COMPANY Formalization
MAJOR BRAND Endorsements
NEW ROADMAP Release
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